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ABSTRACT Existence of poorly designed linear developments in and around Protected Areas (PAs) andforests is one

of the root causes of fragmentation and shrinkage of major wildlifu habitats as well as a hindrance to foraging and

migratory movements of larger wiU animals including elephants, leading to man-wildlife conflict, inter- and intra-

specific confrontations amonS wild animals and high rate of accidental deaths d.ue to collisions with speeding motor

vehicles and trains. This paper discusses the case histories of the Haridwar-RishikesUDehra Dun rail rood and

highway in Rajaji National Park area in Haridwar and Dehra Dun districts of Uttar Pradesh in India as well as Canal

of Garhwal-Rishikesh Chilla Hydroelectric Project and Canal of the Eastern Ganges lrrigation Canal Project. The

railroad, the highway and the canals affect the movement of elephants in Chilla Motichur Coridor where the corridor

width has shrunk from 20 km between Haridwar and Rishikesh to I -2 km. The highway and the railroad divides the

natural habitat on one side and the legendary River Ganges on the othet the inesistible attraction for the Asian

Elephants, which they have to visit daily for drinking, bathing and beating the heat off in the summer months. Hence

elephants trapped on one side of the road due to heavy traffic will look for alternate sources of water and food.

Inconvenience to forage or drink in natural habitats has forced them to enter human habitations and croplands.

About 16 elephants have been killed due to collisions with trains in this area- The disastrous effect of the ineficient

design of existing linear developments on elephants and how they can be rectified in an animal-ftt""dty way is dealt

with in this paper

Key words: Designing, linear development, railroads, highways, channels, canals, man-elephant conflict, Protected

Areas, forests, accidental deaths, vehicular traffrc, confrontation zrmong animals, sustainability and viable populations.
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Introdubtion

The populations of the wild Asian Elephant have a dis-

continuous distribution in India. In the past, populations

of the north from the River Yamuna to the East up to River

Brahmaputra used to migrate freely, travelling a maximum

distance of approximately 1300 km as per their require-

ments in the foothills of the Himalayas. But ecologically

unplanned linear development, industrial establishments

as well as human encroachment on the natural habitats

and migration corridors have adversely effected their free

movement and fragmented this 1300 km long migratory

route into isolated zones. A sizable number of elephants,

approximately 19fi) are found between River Yamuna and

Indo-Nepal border in the northern region of the state Uttar

Pradesh (U.P) and Uttaranchal, India. This belt of about

300 km is itself fragmented into several zones. Of these,

three major zones which harbor 9OVo of the above elephant

population in the Rajaji-Jim Corbett conservation area are

between (i) River Yamuna and River Ganges (ii) River

Ganges and River Kho (iii) River Kho and River Kosi. The

present discussion is based on the man-elephant conflict

observed in Rajaji National Park in Haridwar and Dehra

Dun districts of Uttranchal state. India. due to linear de-

velopment (see Fig. I ).

The Study Anea: Rajaji National Park

The Rajaji National Park is located in the foothills of rhe

Shivalik Range and Garhwal Himalayas beaween29"52' to

30' l6'N and 77"52' to78'22'E in Haridwar and Dehra Dun

districts of Uttranchal state of India at about 365m M.S.L.

The Ganges flows 24 km through the park dividing it into

two unequal halves, with a core area of 820 km2. The larger

western portion occupies 571 km2 (right bank) and rhe

smaller eastern portion covers 249 km2 (left bank). The

Park incorporates a large area of the fragile Shiwalik eco-

system. The fauna and flora have affinities to those of the

Himalayan and Gangetic Plains (Biogeographic Zanes2

and 7 categories, Rodgers & Panwar, 1988). The area is

largely 'Moist Deciduous Forest' (Champion & Seth, 1968)

with the subtypes, moist Shiwalik Sal Slprea robusta,

moist Bhabhar Dun Sal and dry Shiwalik Sal which cover
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about15Vo of the park area, mixed forests along torrents

and on the hills, riparian forests exist along the Ganges

and on higher slopes, the area around the ridgelines usu-

ally has a sparse tree cover of Pinus roxburghii but an

abundant grass cover. The major fauna includes the Asian

Elephant Elephas maximus (about 445 individuals), the

Sambar Cervus unicolor, Chital A.ris axls, Barking deer

Muntiacus muntjak, Goral Nemorhaedus goral, Nilgai
Boselaphus tragocamelus, the Sloth Bear Ursus ursinus,

Wild Boar Sus scrofa, Tiger Panthera tigris, Leopard

Panthera pardus, Wild Dog Cuon alpinus, Jackal Canis

aureus and Hyaena Hyaena hyaena. More than 315 bird

species occur in the Park.

Habits of elephants

Elephants devote about three fourth of their lifetime

towards feeding or moving towards a food or water source.

They consume 75-150 kg of food and 80 to 160 liters of
water daily. Food consists of mostly grass, tender shoots,

twigs, barks, leaves and fruits (Shoshani, 1992). Herds

often stray into sugarcane fields and other croplands.

Elephants migrate for their fodder and water requirement.

and maintaining gene flow. They take bath daily in summers

and that too in deep water. As the availability of water and

fodder changes seasonally in the park, short distance

migration also plays an important role in the life of
elephants. They normally move in herds well spread out,

but within visible range.

The linear developments-obstacles in elephants' pathway

The migration of elephants and their gene flow are

threatened by at least three major linear developments in

the bank are mentioned below. (see Fig. 2).

A Haridwar-Rishikesh/Dehradun Highway and

Railnoad:

The Haridwar-Rishikesh/Dehra Dun Highway and

Railroad run across the narrow Chilla-Motichur corridor

in Motichur Range on the right bank of the River Ganges,

dividing the Park in two segments. Initially it was a forest
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Figure 2' Alignment of Railroad, Highways (Road)Canals and Chilla-Motichur Corridor in Rajaji National park
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road with low intensity of traffic. With the passage of

time, lucrative tourism, hydroelectric potential and the

strategic importance of the India-China border, this road

became the lifeline to Garhwal Hills, with a high intensity

of mixed trafhc, round the clock. A hundred year old single

lane broad gauge rail track runs parallel to the highway

(about 100- I 20 m apart) between Motichur and Raiwala. It

has become a busy route with the introduction of many

fast moving trains. Both, the railroad and the highway

cross the main migration track of elephants in the narrow

Chilla-Motichur corridor-

B. Canal of Garhwal-Rishikesh-Chilla Hydro Electric

Project and Eastern Ganges Irrigation Project:

L Garhwal-RishikeslpChilla Hydel Project:

Garhwal-Rishikesh Chilla Hydel Project is a run-off the

river scheme on the left bank of the River Ganges. It utilizes

a drop of 33 m in the river, from Veerbhadra to Chilla, (4 km

upstream of Haridwar Barrage, the head works of Upper

Ganges Canal). The river discharge available at Veerbhadra

has been diverted by a barrage into a 14.3-km long

hydropower canal. After generating power at Chilla Power

House, the water is discharged back into the River Ganges

through a 1.2-km long tailrace canal. This project was

commissioned in 1982. The important features of the project

are:

(a) A 312-m long barrage on the River Ganges at

Veerbhadra, about 4 km down stream of Rishikesh. It

has l5 bays (4 under sluice and I I other bays).

(b) A 14.3 km long power canal having discharge capacity

of 2fi)00 cusec running almost parallel to the River

Ganges on the left bank through hilly terrain. Its bed

width is 1 2.5 m and depth is 9. I m. The complete canal

is c.c. tile lined with side slopes as 1.75: I (V: H).

(c) A powerhouse with four turbines of 36 MW each to

generate 725 million units per year. This power is

supplied to the State grid.

The whole project is in the high intensity zone of wild

elephants in the park.

Gajah 2l (2002)

IL Eastern Ganges Canal Irrigation hoject:

Eastern Ganges Canal with a capacity of 4850 cubic feet

per second takes-offfrom the left bank of the River Ganges

at Haridwar barrage and carries water to the districts of

Bijnor and Moradabad for irrigation. The bed width of

canal is 12.0 m, water depth 4.5 m and. the side slopes are

1.5:l (V: H). The canalis partly c.c. tile lined and partly

stone-pitched in the head-reach. The head-reach ofcanal

is also in high intensity zone of wild Asian elephants.

C KotdrvarlardsdownRmd:

The road traverses the Rajajitorbett Corridor and runs

parallel to the River Kho. Kotdwar is the base station for

Pauri Garhwal hills and this road has an average mixed

traffic round the clock.

Linear developments -the ensuing conflict

A. Haridwar-Rishikesh /Dehra Dun Highway and

railrcad:

I Highway: Elephants have to cross the twin railroad

and highway ( 12 m wide) obstructions through a narrowed

width of l-2 km forest to drink and bathe in river Ganges

and to go to other side of the park in Chilla-Motichur

range. Nowadays there is continuous mixed high traffic

on the road round the clock. The herds are unable to cross

the road in the day. Rarely do they cross the road at night

through gaps in the traffic. Lone bull elephants at times

are seen crossing the road even during the day.

IL Railroad: There are number of trains between 5 to I I

p.m. on Haridwar-Rishikesh/Dehra Dun rail track.

Incidentally, this is the time that most herds cross the

track. l6 elephants have died in train accidents in the last

13 years (Table l). On several occasions when the train

passes through the park, while an elephant herd was

crossing the rail track, the memben of the herd were divided

in two groups by the moving train. This situation qeates

confusion in the elder members of the herd (particularly

the elder females) who thought that the other members

(particularly the young ones) of the group on the other

side of the train were killed by the running train, as they
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were out of their sight. So the elder members of the herd

hit the train in retaliation or collide with the train in

confusion and were killed in the process. In most of these

rail accidents, the dead elephants were mostly cows and

their calves. Train drivers have frequently spotted baby

elephants at the accident sites. In a recent accident on 2

May 2000, the dead elephant was a female and the forest

officer who first reached the accident site observed milk in

her breasts. This meant tbat the weaning mother might

have performed an attack on the moving train thinking

that it had killed her young ones. It establishes that the

bondage between the mother and the calf as well as herd

psychology of elephants accounts for most of the rail

accidents inside the Protected Area. Due to the heavy

traffic on the road and death ofelephants in train accidents

- the movement of the herds from forest to river has almost

stopped along the Motichur-Chilla corridor. As a result

the elephant population on the right bank of the River

Ganges comprising approximately 200 numbers are napped

in the zone.

B. Canal of Garhwal-Rishikesh- Chilla Hydro Electric

Project and Irrigation Canal of Eastern Ranges

Piojecton the left bankof the RiverGanges:

L PowerCanalofChiltaHydroElechichoject:

As a result ofthe construction ofcanal on the left bank, 20

km long forest bank touching the bank has been reduced

to only, 1.0 km upsream ofVeerbhadra Barrage and 4-5 km

between Chilla Power House and Haridwar Barrage for

free movement of elephants to river Ganges. There are

seven major cross drainage works on the junction of the

power canal and torrents/streams. At few locations

provisions are made for the movement of elephants

through these structures. Unfortunately, the provisions

made at these locations are ecologically ill planned and

insufficient, as elephants have not accepted these

structures, even after l7 years ofthe construction of,the

project. Details ofthe critical structures on the canal are

given below:

(a) Bin Super Passage:

The structure is excellent for the movement of elephants

from forest to river because the stream is passing over the

canal and the appearance of the structure merges with the

background in the forest (Fig. 3). The width of the

structure is 120 m., good enough for the movement of
elephants. But the rows of cement concrete blocks with I

, m level-difference used as energy dissipation works, just

downstream of liarrel'of canal, have created problems for

the movement of herds (Fig. a). Elephant calves are not

able to cross four the parallel obstructions each I -m high,

side by side. Incidentally before the construction ofproject,

this was however a major migration route of the elephants.

(b) Duggada drainage crossing:

Here the canal passes over the torrent. Six barrels, each

having size of 5.0 m (width) X 5 .25 m (height), have been

constructed. Though the size of barrels is appropriate,

the "tunnel syndrome" of the barrels repels most of the

elephants. However, lone bull elephants have been

observed negotiating these barrels.

(c) Bridges on Canal:

There are two road bridges on the power canal at the sixth

and eighth km stones. Wildlife and the traffic moving on

canal inspection road commonly use these bridges.

Elephants were observed crossing these bridges at night

only. They avoid moving during the day due to traffic on

the inspection roads on either side of the canal. Another

reason for not using the bridge in the daytime is that the

sight and the sound ofthe turbulent water gushing below

the bridge is horrifying to the elephants. So normally after

entering the bridge the herd may go back or cress it in
confusion. Once again, it is only the lone bull elephants

that have been observed using this bridge during daytime.

(O Artifrcial Water Thnks:

Four water tanks were connected with the canal alternate

water source to the river for the water requirements of
elephants. In due course of time, the water in these tanks

grew putrid. These tanks are located very close to the

canal inspection road and there are not manv forest
Gajah 2t (2M2)
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Figure 4. .Bin Super passage over Bin torrent.

Figure 5' Energy dissipation works downstream of ^Bin super passage barrel
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cushions between the canal and the tanks. On several

occasions it was observed that the elephants returned to

the forest without using the water tanks due to the

disturbance on the road, even on very warm days'

IL Canat of Eastern Ganges Irrigation Project:

The head-reach to this canal is in the high-density zone of

elephants. The movement of elephants to the River Ganges

is almost halted due to construction of this canal in the

head reach. Currently the canal is used only during

monsoons. The details of the critical structures are

discussed below.

(a) HatiSotTorrentz

The site of the Hethi Sol (elephant torrent) in the head

reach of the canal, was one of the main routes for elephants

to go up to the river, before construction of the canal. In

the evenings, the elephants could easily be sighted at this

spot from January to May. After the completion of Eastern

Ganges Canal Project, this age-oltl route to go to the River

Ganges has now been abandoned by the elephants.

Nowadays the herds move up to the road causeway from

this torrent and proceed along the road towards the

Haridwar Barrage (head of canal), that too only at night.

(b) Sidh Sol Torrent Super Passage:

Before the construction of the canal, elephants used this

torrent to go to the River Ganges. Now a cross drainage

structure (super passage) on the canal and a road

causeway just downstream of super passage has been

constructed at the torrent crossing. The appearance and

shape of the super passage and causeway are apparently

acceptable to the elephants, but the traffic on the Bijnor-

Haridwar highway and the vertical drops of launched

cement concrete blocks (used as an energy dissipation

device) just downstream of the road causeway have

restricted-the movement of elephants from forest to the

River Ganges (Fig. 5).

In due course of time, if the intensity of traffic increases it

can be hazardous for elephants, thus isolating entire left

bank of the River Ganges in the Park. Other important

'animals of the park such as tiger, leopard and deer use the

Gajah 2l (2002)
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openings/provision made in the cross drainage structures

on the canals to go across without any problem. On several

occasions., leopards and tigers have been observed resting

in the barrels of syphon of the cross drainage works during

summer.

Due to blockage of migration routes, there is an unequal

distribution of food plants available for elephants and they

are unable to reach the River Ganges and instead are forced

to use alternate sources of water' This may cause problem

to them in due course of time because there is a difference

in the quality and nature of alternate sources of water' In

the last few years the rate of mortality of elephants in

group-clashes has also increased due to blockade of

migration routes. The group-clashes ensue due to

assemblage of more elephants near the only available

passage from the forest to the River Ganges, when the

water sources dry up in the upper reaches ofthe park area'

Another non-eco friendly feature is the use of boulder

wire crates for guiding the water flow in the tonents/rivers.

The single wire edge in the side/top of the wire.crate

pierces the legs of elephants when they move on the wire

crates. Being sensitive animals they never follow the same

path in which such hurdles exist.

III Kotdwar Landsdowne Road:

The presence of vehicular traffic on the road round the

clock, the steep hillside and valley side walls/edges of the

road and presence of the local human population near the

migration route, have completely stopped the migration

of elephant herds between the parks.

Mitigation measures

A: Improved conservation planning:

Restorative strategies should be adopted for an improved

conservation planning of the area. Restoration of degraded

habitats and attempts to control future damage resulting

from resource extraction and incompatible land use

practices as well as fast-progressing developmental

activities in the corridors are perhaps the only possible

means to regain some levels of lost corridors among the

adjacent elephants habitats. (Johnsingh, 1990). A balanced
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utilization of resources between elephants and the local

human population by carefully planning the location of

water sources and promoting regeneration of species of

fodder plants would reduce the competition for food and

water by elephants and other wild animals.

B: Design alternates for engineering structures:

A careful blend of ecological considerations in the

planning of engineering structures on railroads, highways

and canals such as cross-drainage works, bridges'

causeways etc. satisfying the requirements of the wild

animals of the area, can prevent major impacts on their

movement. The psychology of the animals living in the

area also has to be considered while designing structures'

Alternative structures or modifications to the existing

engineering structures are discussed below:

I. Energy dissipation works at dorvnstream end ofroad

causeway or Super-passage on canals:

If topography of the area permits and the traffic intensity

is low then road causeways are better than bridges for

making the road crossing structure on the torrent. Similarly

a super-passage (torrent passing above the canal) is better

than an aqueduct or a syphon (canal crossing over the

torrent). As road causeways or barrels of canal cross-

drainage works (super passage) are made straight across

the torrent, a vertical drop is formed just downstream of

the structure. In general cement concrete blocks or boulder

wire crates are used at this spot for energy dissipation of

flow of stream. The launching of these cement concrete

blocks or boulders wire crates creates vertical drops

creating serious hurdles for the movement of wild animals

along the torrent. If sloping glacis type energy dissipation

arrangement is provided at this spot then both the

requirements can be the fulfilled, that is, dissipation of

energy of water in the torrent and the movement of wildlife

due to easy slope (Fig. 6). If similar anangement is made at

downstream of Bin Super-passage - on Chilla Canal and

at downstream of road causeway on Sidh Sol torrent on

Eastern Ganges Canal, then the elephants can move along

these structures without any problem.

Gajah 2l (2002)

When the topography of the area does not permtt

construction of super passage, then aqueducts are made

as cross drainage works. In aqueducts the canal passes

over the torrent/ drainage (Fig' 7). While designing

aqueducts, the following points should be considered for

makin g the structure eco-friendly.

(a) The width of structure approximately equal to the width

of nalaldrainage/torrent so that and the barrier effect

should be minimum.

(b) As far as possible the headroom in the structure should

be as large as possible so that the forest on the other side

of the structure is visible to the moving wild animals in the

torrent. Perspective view ofEco friendly alternate Duggada

drainage crossing is shown in Fig'8. This will have less

barrier effect and has no tunnel type appearance or effect

in comparison to the existing structure shown in Fig. 7.

III. Constructionof bridge on road:

When the topography of the area does not permit the

construction of road causeway,,then bridges are made for

crossing the torrent. In bridges too, instead of pier and

beam type structure, arch type structures with large

headroom will be more acceptable to the wildlife on the

move (Fig.9)

IV. Construction of bridges on canal for crossing of

wildlife:

As observed in the case of Chilla Canal, bridges can be a

good alternative for crossing ofthe canal by elephants' if
its design satisfies their requirements' Existing bridges on

the canal are common for vehicular traffic as well as wildlife '

The width and height of side railing is less (Fig. l0). If the

bridges are designed with following considerations then

the elephants will accept them for crossing the canal:

(a) the width of the bridge should be at least 25-30 m for

movement of big herds;

(b) the side wall or railing should be blind upto a height of

at least 3.6 m or blind up to L5 to 2.0 m with camouflaging

up to a height 3.6 m with dome locally available creeper so

IL Construction of aqueducts on canal:
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that the elephants will not be visually disturbed by the

turbulent water in the canal; and (c) further the side walls

of the bridge should be constructed in an Eco-friendly

manner, such as making artificial earth pockets on the wall

surface to grow some creepers or local vegetation to make

the appearance of wall surface matching to the surrounding

forest.

V Artificial water tank fed from canal:

The major defects in the present design are that they are

small and are very close to the canal inspection road.

Moreover they lack any forest cover between the road

and the canal. This can be rectified with the followins
provlslons.

(a). The tank should be sufficiently large to accommodate

big herds.

(b). There should be sufficient forest cover between the

canal inspection-road and the tank so that elephants are

not disturbed by the moving traffic on the road.

(c). There should be circulation ofwater by providing an

outlet so that the quality of water is maintained.

(d) The tanks should be cleaned periodically, at least twice

a year, to maintain the quality of water they hold.

VI. Death of elephants in train accidents:

16 elephants died in train accidents in last 13 years (Figs.

11 & 12). The problem may be tackled with a two-pronged

approach:

(a) Structural requirements-Wider Eco-friendly foot-over

bridges should be constructed along the established

migration routes of elephants for crossing the railroad.

Guided paths should be developed from forest to the over-

bridge entry point so that the wild animals should accept

these structures. If the elephants use the structure once

without any discomfort, then it is assured that they will
use it regularly in future.

(b) Psychological requirements-The train drivers should

be taught the herd psychology of elephants and they

should be vigilant while driving the train through the park

area. If the drivers sight any elephant by the side of the

railway track, it should be made mandatory for them to

Gujah 2t (2002)

stop the train so that the herd can adjust itself with the

presence of train. The driver should restart the train only

when he is convinced that the members of the herd have

moved to the forest. Two powerful side lamps should also

be provided in addition to the headlamp for "see, and be

seen" phenomenon to avoid collisions. The driver should

use these lamps only when passing the high intensity zone

for elephants. A computer generated perspective view of

the eco-friendly over bridge on railroad and highway is

shown in Fig. 13.

Conclusion

Rajaji National Park is a typical example where the ecological

requirements of animals had to be compromised at the time

of its declaration as a PA, bgcause of the linear

developments were already in place. Wherever possible

attempts should be made to modify the existing structures/

activities matching the requirements of friendly
environment for the wildlife to continue its progeny. When

an option to mitigate ecological impacts of engineering

structures by incorporating modifications in the designs is

not available at a later stage, conservation planning should

incorporate the principles and practices of restoration

ecology.

Recornmendations

(a) Likes, dislikes and psychology ofelephants should be

kept in mind while planning the shape, size and general

appearance of structures to ensure that the movement

of elephants is not disturbed. For instance, elephants

are not ready to accept a structure, (having a small size

opening-under pass) which has a roof because of the

"tunnel syndrome".

(b) The extra expenses incurred in incorporating these

ecological measures should not be treated as cost for
"cost benefit ratio" calculation. This should be treated

as a welfare measure.

(c) In today's world VOTE is the biggest power.

Unfortunately the animals cannot vote but certainly

can be counted for the purpose of arriving at

constitutional population as a citizen of that nation.
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(d) Best forest management is no management at all. Just

withdraw the man from the wild and the Ecosystem

will develop on its own. Developmental activities are

necessary for the existence ofmankind but not at the

cost of wild life. For a balance between the

developmental activities and our Ecosystem RIGHTS-

OF-WAY- MANAGEMENT is a must.

Table l. Elephants death in train accidents on Haridwae-Dehradun rail track, in Rajaji National Park, Uttranchal,

India.

SNo DE TinB No. of App.ap

deaft's $'ea$)

So( Name of the Train Rend

I

z

J

A

5

6

8

9

I

I

1

I

4

2814187 22:ffi

1613/88 2:18

24U89 ?n:,45

llll92 5:30

2J5192 2:lO

2Ylll92 l2:N

l0l5l94 22:0

17/5194 22:0

2919198 19:50

314199 22:23

U5100 2l:45

I

1

I

J

13F
30F
4M
MF
45F
45F
4F
4M
35F
8M

55M
35F
6F
1F

35F
25F

Mussoorie Express

Good Train

Ujjain Express

Haridwar Passenger

Good Train

Goods Train

Mussoorie Express

Ujjain Express

Janta Express

Mussoorie Express

Howarah Express

A calf, named Raja, recovered
from the accident site, id now in
the custody of forest department
at Chilla-

Milk observed in the breasts of
the dead Elephant, suggest the
passing train seperated the

weaning mother from the calf.

10

ll

Source: U.P. Forest Department and News Papers.
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